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CONSIDER
THIS

Needed: A Civil Righteousness Movement
We usually shy away from reprinting old articles. But as we
planned for this issue’s focus on the problem of racism—which,
along with coronavirus, has dominated 2020’s global social
narrative—I took another look at an article we published
2½ years ago, and thought, “This says it all!” And, since this
column went hand-in-hand with it, we decided to resurrect
both of those pieces.
We pray these words from the March/April 2018 Discern
give you some new perspectives on an old problem.

I

n mid-January, the United States observes an annual
national holiday commemorating the life of civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. Ironically, around the
same time is an anniversary of the speech that defined the
life of George C. Wallace, perhaps the most famous icon of
everything King opposed.
As Alabama’s newly elected governor, on Jan. 14, 1963,
Wallace declared in a fiery inaugural speech that he stood
for “segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation
forever.” In this short statement, many historians claim,
Wallace strengthened the hand of those perpetrating
violence against those striving for equal rights.
In the public’s eyes, Wallace was arguably the
representative figure of every racist who wanted to keep
the Black people “in their place”—if not in literal slavery,
certainly in economic, political and social repression.
At the same time, King was the representative figure
of the movement to free the Black people from their
economic, political and social chains. Only seven months
after Wallace’s inauguration, on Aug. 28, 1963, King gave
his passionate “I Have a Dream” speech.

A rare epiphany

Both of these men met violence in their causes. King was
killed by an assassin’s bullet on April 4, 1968. Four years
later, on May 15, 1972, as he campaigned for president,
Wallace somehow survived being shot five times. He spent
the remaining 26 years of his life in pain, permanently
paralyzed and in a wheelchair.
But something changed in Wallace, nothing less than
an epiphany. His views altered, he spoke of remorse
and renounced his previous stance on segregation. He
confessed he needed to seek love and reconciliation and
that he did not want to meet his Maker with any unforgiven
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sin. He went to Black churches, sought out Black civil rights
leaders and asked for their forgiveness.
Maybe that explains why, in 1982, when Wallace won his
last governorship of Alabama, he did so with more than 90
percent of the Black vote.

Why are we still struggling?

So why, after all these years, are so many people all over
the world still struggling with prejudice and bigotry? Why
aren’t these curses distant memories of an age long past?
The simple answer lies in a principle you have read
before here in the pages of Discern but one that bears
repeating: our problems are spiritual in nature, and
spiritual problems require spiritual solutions!
What so many people fail to see is the root cause. Hatred,
injustice, discrimination, condescension, anger and
disrespect are all spiritual issues! So are the solutions—
peace, goodness and self-control, and the love and
forgiveness that George Wallace came to see he needed.
At one time some said the civil rights movement was the
final step for Blacks in the U.S. in coming out of the age of
slavery. But have we been able to grasp the spiritual issue the
apostle Paul explained nearly 2,000 years ago: “Do you not
know that to whom you present yourselves slaves to obey,
you are that one’s slaves whom you obey, whether of sin
leading to death, or of obedience leading to righteousness?”
Haven’t you figured out yet, Paul was asking, that we’re
all in slavery? Apparently not, given the state of prejudice
that continues to plague all societies today! Until we see
that these evils come from choosing sin over righteousness,
we will continue to wear the shackles of sin and reap the
consequences.
Fifty years ago we were
in the midst of a civil rights
movement that had limited
success. If we want to see
prejudice and bigotry
really end, then it’s time
for a civil righteousness
movement—moving from sin
to righteousness.

Clyde Kilough
Editor
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Note: This article originally appeared in the March/
April 2018 issue of Discern. We’re reprinting it here with
minor changes because of its relevance in the light of
current events.

W

hat if I told you that every form of social
injustice could be solved by answering a
single question?
You’d probably think I’m crazy and oversimplifying—
and understandably so. The world is filled with
injustices, many of which are deep and complex, with
roots stretching back hundreds or even thousands of
years. It seems impossible that a single question could
untangle and solve all those issues in one fell swoop.
But I believe it could.
Racism. Sexism. Nationalism. Bigotry in all its shapes
and forms, every last scrap of prejudice in the world—it
could all be ancient history if we all agreed and acted
on the answer to one short question:
What determines our worth?
It’s not exactly a new question—philosophers and
average laymen have been trying to sort it out for ages,
and everyone seems to have his or her own answer.
For some people, the answer is money.
Possessions. Stuff. The more we have, the better we are—
and right there, we can see the start of a prejudice. “I
have more than you, which makes me better than you.”
Or, on the other end of the spectrum, “I have less than
this person, and that makes me less than this person.”
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Wrong answers create prejudices

But money isn’t the only answer that causes trouble. There
are a thousand variables we could plug into that equation,
and the result would be a thousand different prejudices.
At best, that approach can leave us with a false sense
of superiority around others. We might judge them by
the clothes they wear, the brands they buy, the teams
they cheer for, the part of town they live in, the way they
talk—any number of ridiculous things.
But the ugliest, most dangerous prejudices happen
when we answer that question with traits people are
powerless to change. Race. Sex. Age. Country of birth.
When we make those things the measure of human
worth, when we start believing that others have less
worth because of the color of their skin or the place they
were born or some other trait, that’s how we create some
of the most twisted moments of history:
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The Nazis and the Holocaust. The Khmer Rouge and
the killing fields. The Hutus and the Rwandan genocide.
Sudan and Darfur.
Even when prejudice is fueling something other than
genocide, the resulting injustice can leave marks that
take generations—even centuries—to fade. Slavery in
the United States didn’t end until a little over a century
and a half ago, and its impact through the years is
unmistakable: The Three-Fifths Compromise. The Jim
Crow laws. The Ku Klux Klan. Police brutality. Slavery is
gone, but the prejudice remains.
That’s what bigotry does. It becomes a catalyst, an
excuse, a justification for every kind of injustice. “The
other side deserves it,” prejudice says. “They’re inferior.
They’re not as important. They’re the problem.”

Lessons from ancient examples of
prejudice
The New Testament Church had to wrestle with
prejudice in its early days. For centuries, the Jews and
their Israelite brethren were God’s chosen people, “a
special treasure above all the peoples on the face of
the earth” (Deuteronomy 7:6). The gentiles—that is,
the rest of the world—never had that relationship with
God. That made the Jews different from everyone else.
It made them special and unique—and, quite frankly, it
caused tensions.
As the message of the Kingdom of God spread
through the first-century world, the earliest converts
(who were exclusively Jewish) believed that the message
only applied to their fellow Jews (whether natural-born
or converts). Who else could it be for? Only the Jews
had a relationship with God; only the Jews knew His
divinely ordained laws; only the Jews worshipped Him
the way He was supposed to be worshipped.
It took a divine vision and a powerful miracle (Acts
10:17, 44-45) before the Jews of the early Church started
to understand that God was expanding His people—
that being Jewish wasn’t a prerequisite for having a
relationship with the God of all creation (Acts 11:18).
It still wasn’t an easy transition. The Jews and the
gentiles both had centuries’ worth of prejudices and
misgivings to work out. There were growing pains.
Even Peter—the Jewish apostle God sent to baptize the
first gentile converts, who said, “God has shown me
that I should not call any man common or unclean”
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(Acts 10:28), who testified before the gentiles, “In truth
I perceive that God shows no partiality” (verse 34)—that
same Peter found himself too embarrassed to sit with
gentile Church members when his Jewish brethren
were around.
Another Jewish apostle, Paul, had to address that
publicly, because “the rest of the Jews also played the
hypocrite with him” (Galatians 2:13). Their actions
were so disconnected from the message Christ had sent
them to preach that Paul remarked, “They were not
straightforward about the truth of the gospel” (verse 14).

The answer to the question of our worth

That gospel—that message of the coming Kingdom of
God—is critical to finding the answer to our question:
What determines our worth?
Without the gospel, we can only answer that question
with imperfect knowledge and flawed opinions—and
our answers will only allow us to mentally sort our
fellow human beings into buckets of “worth more” and
“worth less.”
That’s not good enough. That doesn’t solve the
problem of prejudice; it just rearranges it. Different
answers, different prejudices, same problem. There is
only one real answer to our question, and that answer
can only be found in the truth of the gospel message.
When a group of gentile philosophers asked Paul to
elaborate on that message, he told them that God
“made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on
all the face of the earth … so that they should seek the
Lord, in the hope that they might grope for Him and
find Him, though He is not far from each one of us”
(Acts 17:26-27).
One blood. Paul was hinting at a truth revealed in the
earliest pages of the Bible: that God “created man in His
own image; in the image of God He created him; male
and female He created them” (Genesis 1:27).
In the beginning, there were no Israelites or gentiles.
There was only one man and one woman living in
a garden planted by God (Genesis 2:8, 22), and that
woman became “the mother of all living” (Genesis 3:20).
Paul didn’t say, “God created one nation to be better
than all other nations, to have a superior bloodline
and greater worth than anyone else.” He looked back
to the very beginning of human history and said in
essence, “We all share the same blood. We all come from
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the same place. And we were all created for the same
purpose—to seek God and to find Him.”
You were created by God in the hope that one day you
would search for Him and find Him. You were created
with the potential to become His child and to live
forever as part of His family. But that’s not just true for
you—it’s true for everyone. Every man, every woman,
every child, regardless of race, nation or creed, was
created with that purpose and with that potential.
And that’s what determines our worth.

How the end of prejudice would change
the world
When we answer our question that way, it changes how
we see everything—and that should change how we
treat everyone. When every person we meet is either
a child of God or a potential child of God—when we
see everyone as a human being created from the same
blood as us with the same purpose as us—it doesn’t leave
a lot of room for prejudice. It doesn’t leave a lot of room
for saying, “I’m better than you,” or, “I deserve more
than you.”
Instead, what we’re left with is, “You are my family,”
and, “You are my equal.” If the whole world believed
that and really truly internalized it, how much would
that transform—well, everything?
On a global scale, the changes would be huge. It
would mean the end of genocides and racial killings,
for starters. How could one man kill another—or even
treat him unfairly—when he knows they both share the
same blood, the same value in the eyes of the God who
created them?
What about all the sexual assaults that prompted the
#MeToo movement? What man would dare take
advantage of a woman if he understood and always
remembered that God intended them both to have a
place in His family?
The more we zoom in, the more we can see how that
one little truth could change the world. If we all
understood that God created us as equals in worth and
potential, would a car dealer lie to a customer in order
to squeeze a little more money out of a sale? Would the
media skew their reporting to grow their subscriber
base? Would neighbors and families feud for years over
misunderstandings and grievances? Would marketers
promise the moon, knowing they couldn’t deliver?
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There wouldn’t be any place for it. There wouldn’t be
any place for deception, hate, mistrust, theft, cheating
or murder. And in the absence of those things, and
with the help of God, we might instead find a place for
love, respect, kindness, trust, generosity, patience and
understanding.
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A world without prejudice must begin
with us

But that’s not the world we live in. That day is coming—
God promises a future where “the earth shall be full
of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the
sea” (Isaiah 11:9)—but until then, it’s up to us to be the
example.
A long time ago, a prophet named Samuel learned
that “the Lord does not see as man sees; for man looks
at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the
heart” (1 Samuel 16:7).
Paul expanded on that: “For you are all sons of God
through faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of you as were
baptized into Christ have put on Christ. There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is
neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ
Jesus” (Galatians 3:26-28).
Not everyone has made the commitment to be
baptized and live according to God’s way of life. Most
of the world doesn’t even understand what that way of
life really is. But there are more than 7 billion people
covering the surface of this little blue-green planet of
ours, and every single one is a potential future child
of God.
So here’s what we do.
It’s radical. It’s crazy. But it’s worth a shot:
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We treat them like what they are. We treat every one
of those people like family. Like a potential child of
God—because that’s what determines their worth.
Not the color of their skin or the arrangement of their
chromosomes or the place of their birth, but the simple
and irrefutable fact that Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
lived a perfect life and died to pay the penalty for their
sins—and ours.
That’s not to say that things like our ethnicity or our
sex can or should be ignored. Those traits are part of
us; they play a big role in shaping who we are. They’re
not insignificant or meaningless, but they don’t play
a role in our worth—or in the worth of others. It was
Paul again who wrote, “Let nothing be done through
selfish ambition or conceit, but in lowliness of mind let
each esteem others better than himself. Let each of you
look out not only for his own interests, but also for the
interests of others” (Philippians 2:3-4).
Bigotry and prejudice cannot survive under the weight
of the truth of the gospel. One day all the people of the
world will come to understand that truth—but until then,
it’s our job to show them what it looks like in action.
They’re worth it.
To learn more about the process of becoming a child
of God, download our free booklet Change Your Life!
—Jeremy Lallier

If you’d like to learn more about this topic, or any
topic within this Discern magazine, you can ask
our authors a question here:
LifeHopeandTruth.com
/ask-a-question
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When things go wrong, when plans
fail and people let us down, how can
we deal with disappointment? Here
are biblical ways to stay positive in
a negative world.

Ways to
Stay Positive
When Life
Disappoints
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It’s easy

to smile when everything is going
great. But, lamentably, life doesn’t
always unfold the way we’d like. Disappointments and
setbacks have always been par for the course.

Dealing with disappointment

Sometimes it’s a temporary upset, like failing at a
work or school project, being let down by a friend, not
getting the job we interviewed for, or even having our
plans upended by the COVID-19 lockdown.
Other times, the blows are more serious and have
long-term consequences, such as:
• An automobile accident leaves you with permanent
disabilities.
• A family member is diagnosed with a potentially
deadly disease.
• You and your spouse learn that you cannot have
children.
• Your marriage isn’t the perpetual fairy tale you’d
dreamed of.
• Your adult child cuts off ties with you.
When faced with the letdowns of life, we have
two choices.
We can strive to have a positive outlook, staying
confident that things will work out in the long run,
even if there are some major bumps along the way.
Or we can let ourselves get into a negative
mind-set, becoming preoccupied with everything that’s
hurting us and imagining the worst possible outcomes.
Proverbs 17:22 says, “A joyful heart is good
medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the bones”
(English Standard Version). Positive emotions like joy,
contentment and optimism can actually improve our
health and lengthen our lives.
On the other hand, harboring negative emotions
like pessimism, anxiety and despair can weaken
our immune system, predisposing us to illness and
premature aging. Obviously, we should learn to control
our negative emotions and approach life positively.
But exactly how do we do that?
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Beyond the self-help gurus

Many believe it’s simply a matter of “thinking
happy thoughts” and “erasing negative perceptions.”
Motivational speakers and self-help gurus make claims
like, “If you stay positive, good things will be drawn to
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you,” and, “If you can dream it, you can do it.”
Our culture is saturated with the view that “positive
thinking” is a key to success.
The trouble with this approach is it attributes
mystical powers to our thoughts. This is something
Barbara Ehrenreich addresses in her book Bright-Sided:
How Positive Thinking Is Undermining America (2009).
She explains that a core concept in the positivethinking movement is that “our thoughts can, in
some mysterious way, directly affect the physical
world. Negative thoughts somehow produce negative
outcomes, while positive thoughts realize themselves in
the form of health, prosperity, and success. … It requires
deliberate self-deception, including a constant effort
to repress or block out unpleasant possibilities and
‘negative’ thoughts” (p. 5).
The Bible does urge us to meditate on what’s uplifting
(Philippians 4:8), and certainly what we allow into
our minds can affect our behavior. But the humancentered positive-thinking movement is another thing
altogether, with some very unbiblical teachings.
We can’t create pleasant circumstances just by
wishful thinking, pumping up our mood or pretending
things are better than they are.
A truly positive outlook is a state of inner peace and
contentment that comes from a relationship with God
and is not dependent on whether we’re facing good or
bad times. We can approach trials positively because
we understand God is using them to accomplish His
work in and through us.
Thankfully, the Bible is filled with guidance for how
to stay positive amid adversity.
Here are seven key biblically based strategies:

1. Look to God

Recently I was talking with a friend who had just
returned home from cancer surgery. She knew
the seriousness of her situation. Her medical bills were
piling up, she couldn’t work, and her prognosis wasn’t
exactly rosy. Yet she was cheerful and optimistic.
Her words couldn’t have been more true: “Ultimately,
I know I’m in God’s hands. He’s my Father and watches
over me. If I have to fight this disease, so be it. With
God’s help, I will get through this.”
The starting point to a truly positive outlook is to
learn how to live to please God, and then to rely on
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“

the help He
promises.
To be truly positive,
He is our
we need to stay
provider and
protector. He
focused on God’s
sustains us
‘big picture.’ God is
when we’re
working out a great
sinking in
purpose through
despair and
the hardships we
props us up
when we’re
endure.”
weak (Isaiah
41:10). God
is our refuge, rock, fortress, deliverer, strength, shield,
help and stronghold (see our “Encouraging Bible
Verses” pages for more).
We must learn to be dependent on God and diligently
seek Him through Bible study, prayer, meditation and
fasting. James 4:8 tells us, “Draw near to God and He
will draw near to you.” Psalm 50:15 says if we call upon
God in the day of trouble, He will deliver us.
Our human strengths, resources and abilities can
only take us so far. God is our one sure foothold in life
and the only source of help we can count on when times
get tough. When we look to Him, we can rest assured
He’ll take care of us. The more we trust Him, the more
joy and optimism we’ll exude.

2. Think of setbacks as growth
opportunities

During the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown,
it struck me that the people who were able to stay
upbeat through it all were the ones who saw potential
good coming out of the situation. This was true
whether individuals lost jobs or businesses, got sick
from the virus, had to cancel big events they had
planned, or were just having their normal lives put
on hold.
Several friends told me how they had more time for
prayer, Bible study and physical exercise, or that they
were now able to have family meals together. Sheltering
in place got them to realign their priorities and
establish new, constructive routines.
When the stock market plunged, one person who lost
most of his savings shared with me how it caused him
to rethink where he was putting his trust.
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Adversity can provide opportunities to become closer
to God and grow spiritually. It can help us learn to
trust God for everything, strengthen our dependence
on Him and deepen our faith. We can build patience,
perseverance and other godly character traits. (Learn
more in our online article “Turning Adversities Into
Blessings.”)
However, we have to be open to the lessons. If
we’re oblivious to what God is trying to teach us, the
problems we face will only be a source of anguish and
frustration.
On the other hand, suffering with a purpose leads to
true positivity.

3. Face the negatives

We won’t make our disappointments and problems
disappear by refusing to acknowledge they exist.
In Positively Powerless (2015), L.L. Martin explains
that negative emotions like pain and hurt can actually
be constructive, motivating us to make important life
changes and helping us identify what course of action
needs to be taken.
He writes in his introduction: “Sometimes the truth
hurts. It convicts. It may humble us and open our eyes.
We need these humbling moments more often than we
care to admit in order to grow into the likeness of our
Savior.”
We need to see the negatives about ourselves and the
circumstances we find ourselves in, so we can learn the
lessons God wants us to learn.
To be truly positive means we address the negatives
head-on, with God’s help. As we do, we’ll grow closer to
God and have more of the confidence and joy that can
only come from Him.
Of course, while we should be aware of the negatives,
we shouldn’t allow ourselves to obsess over them (as
that is bad for our physical, emotional and spiritual
health). Philippians 4:8—thinking about what’s
virtuous—should describe how we generally live
our lives.

4. Surround yourself with uplifting
people

The Bible warns us that “evil company corrupts good
habits” (1 Corinthians 15:33). We can’t help but be
influenced by the company we keep. If we spend a lot of
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time with people who are negative, we’ll likely become
that way ourselves. We should choose friends who will
have a positive effect on us.
This is especially important when we’re feeling down.
We need spiritually mature people we can talk to, who
will listen to our concerns and help steer us toward
solutions. If we’re not thinking clearly, they’ll tell us,
and they’ll also assure us they’ll pray for us. Whenever
I’ve had one of these kinds of chats, I’ve always come
away with a can-do attitude.
Those who have faced similar ordeals can be
especially encouraging to talk with. They’ve lived
through the pain and may have some valuable insights.
To know that someone else has been in the same
situation and come out of it okay can make us feel more
hopeful. But timing is everything. We shouldn’t unload
on someone who is currently in the same mess we are
and is consumed by misery, as that might bring both
parties down even further.

5. Practice gratitude

It can be hard to be thankful in the midst of a trial.
Yet the Bible instructs us, “In everything give thanks”
(1 Thessalonians 5:18). We should continually remind
ourselves of all God has done for us. This helps us build
our trust in Him, put our troubles into perspective and
stay positive.
Several years ago, a friend lost her home in a fire. Just
about everything her family owned was destroyed.
Yet she summed up the situation like this: “My family
and I all got out safely, so I can’t get too upset about
anything.”
She was grateful that she and her family weren’t
harmed, which filled her with peace and contentment.
We should certainly express our thankfulness to
God in our daily prayers. Some people also keep a
gratitude journal, writing down several things they are
grateful for each day. No matter how bleak our present
circumstances, there’s always something to appreciate.

6. Be service-oriented

Something that kept me going during the COVID-19
lockdown was using the extra time I suddenly had to
send cards and letters to friends, particularly those
who lived alone or were sick, and to bake pies for our
elderly neighbors. Focusing my energy on what might
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encourage others helped me stop obsessing over my
own disappointments.
Serving is a sure way to boost our morale, because
it involves doing something to build up others. This,
in turn, gives us a sense of purpose and satisfaction
and something good to dwell on. Serving should be an
integral part of our lives.
When possible, we might serve by inviting guests
to dinner, being a good listener to someone, doing
some yardwork for a neighbor, tutoring a child,
visiting nursing home residents, praying for those who
are suffering, volunteering at a community service
organization, and so on.

7. Remember God’s “big picture”

If we get into a negative mind-set, it’s not just a matter
of being preoccupied with what’s unpleasant. It’s also a
reflection of only thinking about the here and now—of
giving all our attention to what has us disappointed,
upset and worried right now, while our understanding
of God’s plan, His coming Kingdom and His purpose
for us lies buried.
To be truly positive, we need to stay focused on
God’s “big picture.” God is working out a great purpose
through the hardships we endure (see our online article
“Through Many Tribulations”). He is our master potter,
molding and shaping us to be like Him, and using
our trials to build in us the experience, character and
wisdom necessary to be in His Kingdom.
The pain we endure is real, and we don’t have to
pretend otherwise, as the positive-thinking movement
suggests. However, we do need to put our difficulties in
proper perspective and try to view our circumstances
from God’s standpoint.
The apostle Paul observed, “For I consider that the
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be
compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us”
(Romans 8:18). Our problems are inconsequential when
compared to the future that awaits us in God’s Kingdom.
It’s a given that we’re going to face hardships and
disappointments from time to time. Life is not always
enjoyable. Sometimes it can seem rather brutal.
But we can still be joyful, optimistic and positive if
we’re looking to God, striving to live His way of life, and
putting our ultimate hope in His coming Kingdom.
—Becky Sweat
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PROPHECY

What Is the Meaning of

the Seventh
Trumpet?
The Bible speaks of a seventh trumpet that will sound before Jesus Christ’s return
to earth. What does the sounding of this last trumpet mean for you?

T

he book of Revelation provides an overview of
prophetic events that will occur in the end time
before Jesus Christ’s second coming and beyond.
This section of Scripture includes many symbols,
including “seven seals,” the sounding of “seven
trumpets,” and “seven last plagues” to be poured
out of “seven golden bowls full of the wrath of God”
(Revelation 5:1; 8:2, 6; 15:1, 7).
The seals, trumpets and plagues represent a series of
events that will affect all mankind during these
momentous times.
The sounding of the seventh trumpet announces the
culmination of God’s plan for this world and the
remaining steps that He will take to ensure that His
plan is accomplished for all of mankind.
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What does the Bible say about this last trumpet, and
what does it mean for you?

What is the message of the seventh
trumpet in Revelation?
The apostle John recorded what he saw in vision:
“Then the seventh angel sounded: And there were
loud voices in heaven, saying, ‘The kingdoms of this
world have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His
Christ, and He shall reign forever and ever!’
“And the twenty-four elders who sat before God on
their thrones fell on their faces and worshiped God,
saying: ‘We give You thanks, O Lord God Almighty, the
One who is and who was and who is to come, because
You have taken Your great power and reigned. The
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nations were angry, and Your wrath has
come, and the time of the dead, that they
should be judged, and that You should
reward Your servants the prophets
and the saints, and those who fear
Your name, small and great, and
should destroy those who destroy
the earth.’
“Then the temple of God was
opened in heaven, and the ark
of His covenant was seen in
His temple. And there were
lightnings, noises, thunderings,
an earthquake, and great hail”
(Revelation 11:15-19).

Illustration: David Hicks

What does the
seventh trumpet
mean?

The sounding of the seventh
trumpet signals the longawaited arrival of the
Kingdom of God on earth.
This trumpet, which is
also called the third “woe”
(Revelation 9:12; 11:14), will
be one of the most important
announcements in human
history. The establishment of
the Kingdom of God on earth
is the fulfillment of biblical
prophecies recorded throughout
the Bible.
In the interpretation of King
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, God
through the prophet Daniel revealed
that eventually a kingdom would arise that would
destroy all the human governments that preceded it.
Most important, God said this kingdom “shall never be
destroyed … and it shall stand forever” (Daniel 2:44).
Years later, Daniel also had a dream in which God
confirmed the coming of this eternal kingdom. In his
vision Daniel saw “One like the Son of Man, coming
with the clouds of heaven,” who “was given dominion
and glory and a kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and
languages should serve Him.”
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And again, Daniel noted that His dominion “shall not
pass away, and His kingdom [is] the one which shall not
be destroyed” (Daniel 7:13-14).

What did Jesus teach regarding the
Kingdom of God?
During His earthly ministry, Jesus was the
representative of the Kingdom of God, and this subject
was the basis of His teaching. As Matthew wrote:
“And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their
synagogues, preaching the gospel of the kingdom”
(Matthew 4:23; compare Mark 1:14; Luke 8:1).
After Jesus’ death and resurrection, He spent 40 days
with His disciples before ascending into heaven. He
spent this time “speaking of the things pertaining to the
kingdom of God” (Acts 1:3). The Kingdom of God, which
has been prepared by God the Father and His Son from
the foundation of the world (Matthew 25:34), was clearly
the focal point of His teaching.
The Kingdom of God has likewise been the focus of
God’s people throughout the ages. Abraham “waited
for the city which has foundations, whose builder and
maker is God” (Hebrews 11:10), and Jesus instructs us
to pray for this Kingdom to come (Matthew 6:9-10).
Additionally, Jesus said that seeking this Kingdom
and God’s righteousness is to take priority in our
lives (Matthew 6:33).

What happens after the seventh
trumpet?
After the seventh trumpet, John heard the 24 elders
worshipping God (Revelation 11:16-18). Their praise of
God also reveals what conditions will be like at that time.
These elders say that the nations were angry, that
God’s wrath has come, that the time for rewarding
God’s faithful people has come and that God will soon
destroy those who destroyed the earth.
Let’s now consider how these end-time events relate to
the establishment of the Kingdom of God.

The nations were angry

In the book of Revelation, seven seals are opened before
the blowing of the seven trumpets. The second seal,
represented by a rider on a red horse (one of the four
horsemen of the Apocalypse) signifies war. War, of
course, is what often happens when nations become
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The wrath of God

As the seals are successively opened in the book of
Revelation, the seventh seal includes the seven trumpets.
These trumpets are actually punishments called the
wrath of God that will come upon the earth’s inhabitants
because of mankind’s sins (Revelation 6:16-17).
So, by the time the seventh trumpet sounds, mankind
will have already been suffering from the wrath of God.
The wrath of God, however, is not yet complete.
Because humans will still refuse to repent of their sins
and acknowledge Jesus as the King of the earth, seven
last plagues—also called “seven golden bowls full of the
wrath of God” that will follow the seventh trumpet—will
wreak additional devastation upon mankind and the
earth (Revelation 15:7).
In these seven last plagues, “the wrath of God is
complete” (verse 1).

What happens to faithful Christians at
the seventh trumpet?
In praising God at the sounding of the seventh trumpet,
the 24 elders also noted that the time had come for
the dead to be judged and God’s faithful people to be
rewarded. (Do you know what the Bible means by a
converted, faithful Christian? See our online article
“Many Are Called, but Few Are Chosen.”)
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The Bible shows that the sounding of this trumpet is
indeed the great hope of the saints throughout the ages.
In teaching about the resurrection of the dead, Paul
wrote: “Behold, I tell you a mystery: We shall not all
sleep, but we shall all be changed—in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet
will sound, and the dead will be raised incorruptible,
and we shall be changed” (1 Corinthians 15:51-52).
On another occasion Paul wrote: “For the Lord Himself
will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of
an archangel, and with the trumpet of God. And the dead
in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to
meet the Lord in the air. And thus we shall always be with
the Lord” (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17).

The judgment of God

The last item mentioned by the 24 elders as they
praise God is that those who destroy the earth
will be destroyed (Revelation 11:18). These are
people “who have, in their conquests, spread
desolation over the earth and who have persecuted
the righteous, and all who have done injustice and
wrong to any class of men” (Barnes’ Notes on the
New Testament).
Thus, in their praise of God, the 24 elders
summarize what has led up to the blowing of the
seventh trumpet and what is yet to occur.

Remembering the seventh trumpet

The blowing of the prophetic trumpets is such an
important part of God’s plan of salvation for mankind
that one of God’s annual holy days pictures these
events. The Feast of Trumpets pictures the return
of Christ, His judgment upon mankind, and most
important, His establishment of the peaceful Kingdom
of God here on earth.
This year the Feast of Trumpets falls on Saturday, Sept.
19, 2020. If you’d like to join Christians around the world
who will be observing this day in anticipation of Christ’s
return, feel free to contact us for further information.
To learn more about end-time events that will affect
your life, see “How 7 Trumpets of Revelation Will Affect
Humanity” and our booklet The Book of Revelation: The
Storm Before the Calm.
—David Treybig
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angry with each other. And Bible prophecy indicates
that wars will escalate prior to the return of Christ.
When Jesus gave signs of the end of this age in His
Olivet Discourse—signs which correlate with the seals
in the book of Revelation—He said, “For nation will
rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom”
(Matthew 24:7).
Some of the conflicts between nations during the end
times are specifically identified. Bible prophecy
indicates that a major conflict will erupt between
powers warring over control of the Middle East. “At the
time of the end the king of the South shall attack him;
and the king of the North shall come against him like a
whirlwind” (Daniel 11:40).
In addition to this conflict, Zechariah 14:2 says that in
the end all the nations will come together “to battle
against Jerusalem.” When Christ returns, these armies
will unite to fight against Him and quickly be overcome
(Revelation 19:19-21).

PROPHECY

WILL THERE BE ANOTHER
WORLD WAR?

In the 75 years
since World War II,
have we learned
how to avoid
another world war?
Or are we headed
toward a worse
one? Will there be
a World War 3?
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O

n Sept. 2, 1945, on the USS Missouri, Japan
signed an unconditional surrender, formally
ending World War II.
This concluded the greatest cataclysm the world has
ever seen, with estimates as high as 100 million dead.
As bad as World War II was, are we now forgetting the
horrors and the lessons of history? Will there be
another world war?
History is the story of war, and though each war has
unique roots and causes, they all are evidence of man’s
inability to govern himself. And history gives no
assurance that another war—an even more destructive
one—will not come.

Remembering World War II

In Europe World War II began on Sept. 1, 1939, when the
German army invaded Poland. The war in Asia began
two years earlier, on July 7, 1937, when Japan invaded
China.
In both Europe and Asia, the aggressor nations were
driven by a desire to expand their territory and control or
eliminate peoples they considered to be weak or inferior.

Roots of war in Europe

In Europe Adolf Hitler’s brand of grievance politics and
charisma was the driving force for his push for
more lebensraum or living space. Hitler applied the
Darwinian concept of survival of the fittest to the
different races. He believed that the Germanic or Aryan
race was superior to all others. Therefore, he believed
they should dominate and needed more space.
In particular, Hitler coveted Russia, with its vast
territory and natural resources.
Hitler had an ally in Italy’s Benito Mussolini.
Mussolini desired to resurrect the old Roman Empire
and conquer territories that had once been controlled
by ancient Rome.
Both Hitler’s Nazism and Mussolini’s Fascism put the
state at the center of the life of the nation, glorified
authoritarianism, tried to harness industries to serve
the needs of the state, and withdrew personal freedoms.

Roots of war in Asia

In Japan the racial nationalism was more subtle. Japan
had been growing as a world power since the United
States forced it to open its doors to trade in 1853. This
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propelled Japan to modernize its military and economy.
In 1904-5 Japan defeated Russia, one of the great
European powers, in a war that shocked the world.
By the 1930s, Japan had come to believe that it was the
only Asian nation powerful enough to drive out
Western imperialist nations like the U.S. and Britain.
The result was an Asia dominated by Japanese
militarism.

Early successes of the Axis powers

Germany, Italy and Japan were well prepared for a
limited war against weaker nations. Thus, in the
opening stages of the war they made staggering gains.
In Europe Hitler won a stunning victory against
France in a matter of weeks and then tried to tame Great
Britain by bombing it incessantly.
Once he had taken out or weakened the Western
powers, he turned to Russia. At first it appeared
his blitzkrieg tactics would doom Russia to an
ignominious defeat. However, the Russian winter
and Stalin’s willingness to throw wave after wave of
soldiers at the German army slowed and eventually
stopped their advance.
In Asia, Japan was able to take over coastal China and
French Indochina (modern Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia) before the United States decided that it had
seen enough.

Turning point in World War II

When U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt cut off strategic
supplies, Japan, under new Prime Minister Hideki Tojo,
decided to launch a surprise attack on the U.S. fleet
at Pearl Harbor. He believed that doing so would give
Japan free rein in Asia for a time, and that once the U.S.
recovered, Japan would be too entrenched to be driven
out.
In fact, the United States’ entry into the war doomed
both Germany and Japan. President Roosevelt was
able to unleash the power of the U.S. economy to
outproduce Germany, Italy and Japan combined. By
the end of World War II, more than half of all industrial
production in the world occurred in the U.S.
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill recognized
how critical the U.S. entry into the war was. He wrote:
“Now at this very moment I knew that the United
States was in the war, up to the neck and in to the death.
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So we had won after all! … How long the war would last
or in what fashion it would end no man could tell, nor
did I at this moment care. … We should not be wiped out.
Our history would not come to an end” (The Second
World War, p. 492).
Germany, Italy and Japan could not withstand the
astonishing war of attrition that was thrust on them by
the ability of the U.S. to produce war materiel and the
willingness of Russia to sacrifice its soldiers and citizens
to stop Germany.

The end of World War II

Taking a Europe-first approach, the U.S. and Allies were
able to drive the Italians and Nazis out of North Africa,
Italy and France. Less than a year after the Allies
invaded France on the beaches of Normandy, Hitler
committed suicide and Germany surrendered.
In the Pacific, the U.S. methodically drove the
Japanese back to their home islands. Because the
Japanese inflicted such high casualties on the U.S. with
their suicide attacks, the U.S. decided to unleash the
frighteningly deadly new atomic bomb on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki to avoid the casualties of an invasion.
Such weapons of mass destruction forever changed
the nature of war and introduced the specter of
human annihilation.
Finally, on Sept. 2, 1945, Japan signed the
unconditional surrender to end World War II.
But the world was decimated. Tens of millions were
dead. Infrastructure in much of the world lay in
shambles. Economies were barely functioning in many
parts of Asia and Europe. More than 6 million Jews,
Gypsies and others had been systematically murdered.
World War II was a cataclysm unlike anything that
had happened before in world history.

United Nations: man’s efforts to avoid
another world war
The desire to make sure this would never happen again
led to the formation of the United Nations.
But this was not a new idea. After World War I, the
League of Nations had formed, primarily because it
had become an obsession of U.S. President Woodrow
Wilson. Ironically, due to controversial provisions in
the League, and in spite of Wilson’s best efforts, the U.S.
had not joined.
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“

Man, having proven through
thousands of years of misrule
that he cannot rule himself,
will come under the sovereign
control of God on earth. The
age of war and destruction will
end, and a period of peace on
earth will be ushered in.”

The League was unable to prevent World War II. It
failed because nations simply would not give up
much of their sovereignty to an overarching world
government. It was just another example of humanity’s
inability to rule itself.
Nevertheless, another attempt was made, and in April
1945 the United Nations was organized in San
Francisco, California.

Failures of the United Nations

Even though there was a stronger attempt to give the
UN power, the same basic limitations of the League
plagued the new organization. To this day, nation-states
are simply not willing to give up their sovereignty,
and without true power, the UN remains weak and
ineffective.
One press correspondent who was present at the UN’s
organizational meeting, Herbert W. Armstrong,
pointed out that the UN was the last hope for
civilization, “so far as man’s efforts to survive are
concerned.”
This is a spiritual statement that aligns with the Bible.
One of the main teachings of the Bible is that men
cannot govern themselves. Individual nations and
tribes may govern themselves for a time, but eventually
they fall apart in a morass of division and immorality.
When the larger nations begin to falter and decay, it
usually leads to wars—often big wars. This is the
history of man—periods of stability followed by
periods of chaos and war. As the population of the
world has grown and as technology and organizational
sophistication have improved, these wars have gotten
bigger and deadlier.
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This spiral is referred to in Matthew 24:6, where Jesus
talked about “wars and rumors of wars.” However, He
also pointed out that “the end is not yet.”

Prophecies of another world war

Bible prophecy predicts that before the end of this age
of human misrule, there will be one last attempt to forge
a world-controlling government.
This government will not come out of a conference in
San Francisco or Paris, but from a military power
unlike anything the world has ever seen. It will be
centered in Europe and will be analogous to the Roman
Empire in how it dominates. However, whereas the
Roman Empire dominated only the Mediterranean
areas and Europe, this “revival” of the Roman Empire
will dominate much of the Western world and enforce
its will upon people through economic and military
control. Revelation 13 and 17 describe this government
and its leader as “the beast” (see our online article
“Who Is the Beast?”).
Bible prophecy shows that this final revival of the
Roman Empire will attempt to conquer all who stand
in its way.
It will conquer and take captive the modern
descendants of the birthright tribes of Israel during
what the Bible calls the “time of Jacob’s trouble”
(Jeremiah 30:7; see our online article “What Is Jacob’s
Trouble in End-Time Prophecy?”).
It will come into conflict with a coalition of nations in
the Middle East and Africa (called in Daniel 11 the king
of the South), which it will easily defeat.
It seems all this will lead a 200-million-man army
from Asia to unite in an attempt to stop the end-time
Roman Empire.
In the end, armies from around the earth will
assemble in the Middle East, preparing to fight what
has come to be known as the battle of Armageddon.
If this war were allowed to continue, it would result in
the destruction of all mankind—as Jesus said, “No one
would survive” (Matthew 24:22, New International
Version).

Who will win World War 3?

Bible prophecy has some very good news! As this battle
is about to commence, Jesus Christ will intervene
to stop us from destroying ourselves. At the critical
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moment, He will return to set up a kingdom that “shall
never be destroyed” (Daniel 2:44). This kingdom will
not be ruled by flawed men, but by Jesus Himself, along
with the resurrected saints.
Man, having proven through thousands of years of
misrule that he cannot rule himself, will come under
the sovereign control of God on earth. The age of war
and destruction will end, and a period of peace on earth
will be ushered in.
As we reflect back on the 75 years since the end of
World War II and the formation of the United Nations,
we see a world that is sliding into increasing chaos.
The United States, which has been a key stabilizing
power since the end of World War II, is weakening, and
international agreements and relationships are fraying.
At this critical juncture, the COVID-19 pandemic
has the potential to dramatically change how the
world operates.

How to prepare for World War 3

As the world approaches the coming crisis, what is the
most important action you can take to be ready? Is it to
hoard food and supplies? Should you convert all your
assets into gold and silver? Perhaps build a bunker deep
in a remote forest area?
The Bible, which has prophesied the coming events,
gives a different path. It teaches that drawing close
to God, following His ways and strengthening your
personal relationship with Him can help you escape the
worst of the problems.
This is not a guarantee that you can literally escape
the coming Tribulation (though some will). But it is a
guarantee that, if you will pattern your life after Jesus,
follow His laws, grow in grace and knowledge and
learn to love God
and His ways, you
will be prepared for
whatever events are
thrust upon you.
Learn more about
what is ahead in
our booklet The
Book of Revelation:
The Storm Before
the Calm.
—M. Noland Morris
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CHANGE

The label
Christian is given
generously, but
being known
as a disciple is
rare. What’s the
difference? What
do these words
tell us about
how God wants
us to be?

Are You a
Christian
or a Disciple?
Photo: Lightstock.com

I was

somewhere around the age of 8 or 9 when
I first fielded the question, “What kind
of church do you attend?” The question came from a
curious classmate.
How does an 8-year-old answer such a question? Well,
I answered the same way millions of other children,
teens, young adults and adults have most likely
answered for hundreds of years—“I’m a Christian.”

Definition of Christian

Christian is an easily recognizable category. According
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to Merriam-Webster.com, the modern English
definition of Christian is “one who professes belief in
the teachings of Jesus Christ.”
However, the biblical definition of Christian is more
challenging. Of course, my classmate didn’t expect
me to open a Bible and show how I met the biblical
definition. Just saying I was “Christian” was enough.
A Christian is generally understood to be someone
who believes Jesus existed and was the actual Son of
God who died on the cross and was resurrected as the
Christ—our Savior.
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That’s certainly a foundational concept, but is that
all there is to it?
Is just saying you “believe” all that it takes to be a
Christian?
Unfortunately—and I say unfortunately because
much of the world misunderstands—there’s much
more to being a Christian than just saying you are.

Origin of the word Christian

To define being a Christian, it’s beneficial to
understand where the term began. You may find it
surprising that the name did not begin as a term of
endearment or a badge of honor. In fact, there’s little
evidence that those who followed Christ’s teachings
in the first century called themselves Christians.
Scripture shows us that the early followers of Christ
referred to one another as “believers” (Acts 5:14;
1 Timothy 4:12), “saints” (Acts 9:13; Romans 1:7),
“brethren” (Acts 6:3), “the elect” (Colossians 3:12; 2
Timothy 2:10), “the church of God” (Acts 20:28) and
“slaves of God” (Romans 6:22).
It seems it was people outside the Church who first
called them Christians.
The first recorded use of this label comes in Acts
11:26, “The disciples were first called Christians in
Antioch.” This indicates that it was the people of
Antioch who referred to the believers this way.
There are only two other uses of the term Christian
in Scripture: Acts 26:28, where King Agrippa uses
the term, and 1 Peter 4:16, where being a Christian is
associated with suffering.
It’s safe to assume being labeled as a Christian
today is much more benign than it was in the first
century. And with the sparse biblical use of the term,
it seems people have accepted a very broad definition
for Christian.
But is everyone who calls himself or herself a
Christian automatically a true Christian?
If we can’t find the term clearly defined in Scripture,
let’s look at the characteristics of the people who were
given this label in the Bible.

True Christian behavior

From the book of Acts through the book of
Revelation, the New Testament examples of those
called Christians show people who were completely
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dedicated to living by the teachings of Jesus Christ.
These were not people who gave lip service to some
new, fad religion.
They not only believed Jesus was the Messiah, but
also made it their life’s mission to adhere to Christ’s
commands and to accept and assist in spreading the

“

Being a disciple of Christ
means abiding in—adhering
to—His teachings, imitating His
actions, and treating all others
in a Christian manner—showing
genuine love to everyone,
everywhere, every day.”

true, authentic doctrine they had been taught by Him.
Being a “believer” was not just professing a word, but
living a way of life. How do we know? Because they
were willing to face great persecution, even to the point
of death and martyrdom, in order to hold to their faith
and the doctrines of Christ.
A Christian—a follower of Christ—is someone who
follows every example, every instruction, every
command given by Jesus Christ. According to the
Bible, Christians do more than just profess their
belief in Christ; they tailor all they do after Him,
regardless of whether or not it’s acceptable in society
or the easy choice.
The Christians we read of in the Bible—like Paul,
Peter, Stephen, Timothy, Barnabas, Dorcas, Priscilla,
Aquila and countless others—lived and died, often
painfully, following Christ’s instructions and example.
They, too, stood bravely against the enemies of their
way of life, just like the faithful people of God who had
gone before them, described in Hebrews 11:36-38:
“Still others had trial of mockings and scourgings,
yes, and of chains and imprisonment. They were
stoned, they were sawn in two, were tempted, were slain
with the sword. They wandered about in sheepskins
and goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, tormented—of
whom the world was not worthy. They wandered in
deserts and mountains, in dens and caves of the earth.”
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3:2). God is the creator of all, and He “desires all men
to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth”
(1 Timothy 2:4).
So being a disciple of Christ means abiding in—
adhering to—His teachings, imitating His actions, and
treating all others in a Christian manner—showing
genuine love to everyone, everywhere, every day.
True Christians, as the examples of the early New
Testament believers show, are willing to put aside
their own desires and wholeheartedly dedicate every
aspect of their lives to following Christ, the One whose
name they bear! Being a true “Christ follower” requires
actually living like Him.
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Bible definition of disciple

If being a true Christian is following the examples and
teachings of Jesus Christ, then what is a disciple? Is a
disciple some type of next-level Christian—someone
who has proven himself or herself more righteous than
a regular Christian—like a super Christian?
The Greek word mathetes means “a learner, pupil,
disciple,” “one who follows one’s teaching” (Thayer’s
Greek Lexicon). Though disciple is often used of the 12
who were closest to Jesus, the Gospels and Acts use it
far more broadly to describe all followers of Christ.
As Jesus said, “A disciple is not above his teacher,
but everyone who is perfectly trained will be like his
teacher” (Luke 6:40).
Jesus explained the conditions for being a disciple.
He said, “Whoever does not bear his cross [isn’t willing
to suffer for his faith] and come after Me cannot be
My disciple” (Luke 14:27). And one must be willing to
forsake all worldly focused desires to be a disciple of
Christ (verse 33).
We also see in John 8:31 that Christ expects
adherence to His teachings: “If you abide in My word,
you are My disciples indeed.”
And Jesus didn’t stop with just our relationship with
Him. He also expects His disciples to treat their fellow
disciples according to the highest possible standard. He
said, “A new commandment I give to you, that you love
one another; as I have loved you, that you also love one
another. By this all will know that you are My disciples,
if you have love for one another” (John 13:34-35).
Of course, kindness and respect should be shown to
“all men”—not just fellow disciples (1 Timothy 2:1; Titus
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Is there a difference between a Christian
and a disciple?
The parallels are unmistakable.
When we break down the definitions of both a
Christian and a disciple, it’s easy to see there is no
distinction between the two. To be a true Christian is to
be a disciple, and to be a disciple is to be a true Christian.
Both are steadfast in their conviction. Both adhere
wholeheartedly to His message, following every aspect
of that message, no matter what.
There is only one way to be a true follower of Christ.
It means far more than just believing Jesus came as the
Son of God to take away the sins of the world.
It means surrendering our lives to His every
instruction—not just acknowledging Him, but
changing how we live. This means keeping God’s
commandments, observing His weekly and annual
Sabbaths, leaving behind sexual immorality, treating
all others with love and respect regardless of race or
nationality, and doing all we can to mirror the life of
our Savior Jesus Christ.
As John puts it, “He who says he abides in Him ought
himself also to walk just as He walked” (1 John 2:6;
compare 1 Peter 2:21)
This requires repenting of past sins, being baptized
and receiving the Holy Spirit—the help we need to be
able to truly follow Him (Acts 2:38).
If we do these
things, we can be a
true Christian and
disciple of Christ.
If you’d like to
learn more about how
to truly be more like
Christ, download our
free booklet Change
Your Life.
—David Hicks
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BIBLE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF

THE NEW TESTAMENT
Resources

Here are reviews of some resources that give helpful background information about
the time of Jesus Christ, the apostles and the early New Testament Church.

By Bruce W. Longenecker
Published by Baker Academic, 2020
ISBN 978-1540960672
304 pages
The Bible never mentions the ancient Roman city of
Pompeii, so why would anyone look to the ruins of this
city to shed light on the New Testament? Yet that’s exactly
what Bruce W. Longenecker does in his new book, In
Stone and Story: Early Christianity in the Roman World.
Pompeii, together with nearby Herculaneum, were
destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in
A.D. 79. This eruption created a time capsule of sorts,
through which we can better understand the Roman
world. Understanding the Roman world then helps us
appreciate the background of the New Testament.
The author explains that he has provided neither a
comprehensive study of these Roman cities nor a full
introduction to the New Testament. Instead, his book
“selectively explores some points of the interface where
the world of the Vesuvian towns intersects with themes
and issues evident in New Testament texts” (p. 24).

What I liked about the book

One of the first things I noticed is the book’s beauty.
Photographs of colorful frescoes, stone ruins and
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even ancient graffiti fill the pages of the book. Only
rarely is there a two-page spread without at least one
such illustration.
More important, however, are the little insights into
the Roman world and, ultimately, into aspects of the
New Testament. These insights do not necessarily
change the reader’s basic understanding of passages,
but they do allow for richer and deeper perception.
For example, the author illuminates the exchange
between the apostle Paul and a Roman commander
regarding citizenship (Acts 22:27-28). “The two men
are not just trading information casually. Instead, a
Roman commander is seeking to outdo Paul with
regard to citizenship status” (p. 18).
Reading this book also leads to a fuller appreciation
of the difficulties first-century Christians faced in the
Roman world. One such difficulty for tradesmen was
“the fact that occupational associations … usually had
cultic dimensions to them” (p. 178). Obtaining work
without guild membership was almost impossible,
but belonging to one meant participating in idolatry.

What bothered me about the book

I was a bit irritated at the author’s insistence on
using terminology such as “Jesus devotees” or “Jesus
followers” rather than “Christians,” and referring to the
“Christian deity” rather than to the “Christian God.”
More significant, though, was Longenecker’s
discussion of the religious environment in the first
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In Stone and Story: Early Christianity in
the Roman World

century, which he covered in the six chapters of Part 2.
His wording is cumbersome in places. In fact, I had to
reread passages to be sure I understood.
For example, at times he seemed to be saying the
New Testament writers adjusted the substance of
their message to reach their audience. A more
careful reading made it clear that it was not the
message itself, but the approach, that he believes
these writers adjusted.
I would not recommend this book to anyone who
has a limited knowledge of Scripture and biblical
teaching, nor would I recommend it as a primary
resource. However, more advanced students of the
Bible will find In Stone and Story an excellent addition
to their libraries.
Reviewed by Bill Palmer

Paul on Trial: The Book of Acts as a
Defense of Christianity
By John W. Mauck
Published by Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2001
ISBN 978-0785245988
236 pages
Certainly none of the first-century New Testament
authors could have imagined he was writing inspired
Scripture that would eventually be a part of what is
known as the Holy Bible today. Yet, like all authors,
each one had specific reasons in mind for committing
his words to pen and ink. Knowing the reasons the
authors wrote can be a great help in understanding the
meaning of their words.
In some cases, the general purposes are obvious. The
Gospel writers would naturally want to preserve an
accurate history of the life of Jesus Christ. The epistles
generally address problems, questions and heresies in
specific geographic areas. The book of Revelation tells
the reader why this unique prophecy was preserved:
“The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave Him
to show His servants—things which must shortly take
place” (Revelation 1:1).
What about the book of Acts? Without the book of
Acts, we would have great difficulty understanding the
roles of Peter and Paul and their writings for the New
Testament Church. It would be virtually impossible
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to understand how a church that began as completely
Jewish became largely gentile in a few short years.
But should we conclude Acts is essentially a history
of the first-century Church?
In his very readable work Paul on Trial: The Book
of Acts as a Defense of Christianity, lawyer John
W. Mauck develops the thesis that Acts, along with
Luke, is a legal document, prepared to give a Roman
court official the information needed prior to Paul’s
appearance before Nero.
The emperor would not want to make a legal ruling
in a case where he had no information or background,
so one of his officials would be given the responsibility
of providing that background. Luke, being highly
educated and articulate, would be a logical choice to
offer such a document.
After putting forward his premise and giving helpful
explanations about the ancient Roman legal system,
Mauck proceeds through the entire book of Acts to
show how the information given and not given fits
with his thesis.
Near the end of his book, the author examines 11
other theories put forward to explain the book of Acts.
To his credit, he examines each of these fairly and
honestly.
As with any such effort, the reader may not be
fully convinced of the author’s premise, and we are
often left thinking, “But what about … ?” Nonetheless,
Mauck presents some fascinating insights that can be
helpful for any serious student of the Bible.
Reviewed by David Johnson

MORE RESOURCES ON THE
NEW TESTAMENT ERA
Online on LifeHopeandTruth.com:
New Testament: Overview (see also related
articles with background on each section and
book in the New Testament).
Chronology of Paul’s Journeys and Epistles.
Church History: The Beginning.
Church History: The Ancient Nazarenes.
Learning From the First Christians.
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Wonders of

GOD’S
Creation

GOD

The Long Trip Home
First things first: green sea turtles aren’t
green. They’re actually various shades of olive
and black. They get their name from a layer
of green fat under their shells—an apparent
by-product of their all-vegetarian diet.
After a baby green sea turtle hatches from
its land-locked egg and makes its mad dash
toward the ocean’s waves, it travels to feeding
grounds up to 1,600 miles away.
But the incredible thing is that, after spending
about 20 years hundreds of miles away from
the beach where they hatched, green sea
turtles swim back to that exact same beach for
mating season. After reaching maturity, males
make the trip every year of their 80-year life
spans, while females travel every two to four
years.
God designed these turtles to hatch with
a desire to enter the ocean and travel to
feeding grounds they’ve never visited, and
then to return decades later to have offspring
of their own.
How? Scientists aren’t sure. It’s possible
that baby sea turtles remember the exact
chemical makeup of their native beaches and
are somehow able to smell their way back. It’s
also possible that the tiny bits of magnetite in
their brains somehow lock onto the magnetic
fields of their home beach, giving them an
internal compass to guide them back.
However God designed that mechanism
to work, these turtles are true wonders of
His creation.
Pictured: green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas)
Photos by James Capo
Text by James Capo and Jeremy Lallier
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CHRISTIANITY

LIFE

IN PROGRESS

What Does It Mean to
Turn the Other Cheek?
One of the hardest things Christians are called to do is turn the other cheek.
Yet it’s what God expects us to learn to do in our interactions with others.

I

n the Old Testament, God gave this principle of
judgment: “If anyone injures his neighbor, as he has
done it shall be done to him, fracture for fracture, eye
for eye, tooth for tooth; whatever injury he has given
a person shall be given to him” (Leviticus 24:19-20,
English Standard Version).
Commentators explain that this instruction set an
upper limit on punishment, ensuring that no one
had to pay a harsher penalty than he or she deserved.
Other verses (like Exodus 21:29-30) suggest that judges
could choose to enforce a monetary penalty instead of
extracting a literal tooth.
Unfortunately, over time, this instruction appears to
have morphed from a legal protection into a perceived
right. “Eye for an eye” began to mean that if someone
wronged you, it was your responsibility to make
sure you extracted every bit of compensation—every
metaphorical tooth—you were entitled to.

Jesus tells us to turn the other cheek

Centuries later, when Jesus gave His famous Sermon on
the Mount, He gave His listeners a higher standard.
“You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth.’ But I tell you not to resist an evil
person. But whoever slaps you on your right cheek, turn
the other to him also. If anyone wants to sue you and
take away your tunic, let him have your cloak also. And
whoever compels you to go one mile, go with him two.
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Give to him who asks you, and from him who wants to
borrow from you do not turn away” (Matthew 5:38-42).
The obvious question here is, Does Jesus expect us to
be doormats?

What did Jesus mean when He said “not
to resist an evil person”?

Jesus gave examples of what it looks like to not “resist
an evil person” in three different contexts.
The first is physical. A slap across the face would be
a clear and often public act of humiliation. Instead of
retaliating, Jesus said to turn the other cheek and brace
for another (verse 39).
The second is financial. The lawsuit here is an attempt
to legally claim something in the possession of another
person. Instead of fighting it, Jesus said to accept the
loss before the suit even begins, handing over more
than was requested (verse 40).
The third is a matter of freedom. Roman officials and
soldiers could legally “compel” people to perform tasks
for the government (verse 41)—to immediately stop
whatever they were doing and deliver a message, act
as a local guide or help transport equipment. (This is
what happened to Simon of Cyrene in Matthew 27:32.)
Instead of resisting, Jesus said to go above and beyond
what was expected.
Was Jesus handing anyone who hates us a blank
check to take advantage of us? Are we bad Christians if
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Jesus used hyperbole for emphasis

More than once, Jesus used hyperbole—exaggeration
for emphasis—to drive home a point. Just verses earlier,
Jesus advised His audience to cut off their own hands
and gouge out their own eyes if they proved to be a
source of sin (Matthew 5:29-30).
If Jesus had meant this as a literal instruction, the
entire early Church would have been handless and
blind. The point of that particular hyperbole was that
we should remove from our lives things that lead us to
make sinful decisions.
What about Christ’s examples of what it looks like to
not resist an evil person? Were these meant to always
be obeyed literally, regardless of the context?
When an officer slapped Jesus across the face prior to
His crucifixion, Jesus challenged the officer to justify
the attack (John 18:19-23). When Paul was about to be
beaten for preaching the gospel, he was quick to invoke
his legal rights as a Roman citizen (Acts 22:23-29).
Though Jesus and Paul did literally experience
beatings they took patiently, examples like these make
it clear that turning the other cheek is a principle for
Christians to live by instead of a commandment to
always be obeyed literally.
So the real question is, How does God expect us to
live by that principle?

When to turn the other cheek

Strangers aren’t likely to smack you or sue you without
any kind of warning. Those moments are climaxes,
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and climaxes don’t just happen without some kind of
a buildup.
Earlier in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus taught that
peacemakers “shall be called sons of God” (Matthew
5:9). Paul elaborated, “Repay no one evil for evil, but
give thought to do what is honorable in the sight of all.
If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably
with all” (Romans 12:17-18, ESV).
We should never repay evil for evil. But to truly live
peaceably with all requires all parties involved to make
an effort to find peace. Of course, that won’t always
be the case. As peacemakers, our job is to try to deescalate conflicts before they boil over into something
worse—but sometimes our best efforts to talk things out
and reach an understanding will come to nothing.
When situations escalate to the point where
reconciliation is impossible, God expects us to put
the brakes on our human nature and not entrench
ourselves in an ugly fight. This is where turning the
other cheek comes into play, relying on the principles
laid out for us by Christ:
If the other side is angry enough to try to humiliate
you, accept the fallout instead of responding in kind.
If the other side is ready to take you to court over
something that belongs to you, give even more than
what’s being demanded. If the other side is infringing
on your freedom, go farther and do more than the
bare minimum.

Exceptions to the rule

That said, if we’re consistently finding ourselves having
to use these principles, it might be time to consider
changing our environment or avoiding certain people.
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we make any effort to protect ourselves from the abuse
of evil-intentioned people?

“

Our job is to focus
on doing what’s
right, what’s good,
remembering that
God is in charge.”

Turning the
other cheek and
sticking our face
where it’s likely
to get slapped
are two different
things.
Proverbs 22:3 tells us about the wisdom of foreseeing
troubles, such as situations that might lead to conflict,
and proactively avoiding them.
When we have actually wronged someone—or even
when it can be perceived that we’ve wronged someone—
we should be eager to make things right, even at our
own loss.
But there are times, especially in the case of lawsuits,
when we are justified in defending ourselves.
If, for example, a lawsuit is built on outright lies and
would plunge us into financial ruin, or if an abusive
spouse is fighting us for child custody rights—these are
not scenarios where Christ asks us to stay quiet and let
it happen. Paul’s willingness to use his legal protections
(Acts 22:23-29) makes it clear that there are times when
Christians can and should do the same.

Why we turn the other cheek

Where’s the dividing line? It’s not always as clear as we
might like it to be. In a complicated situation, we might
need to pray (and even fast!) and seek wise counsel
before we understand how to proceed. But the principle
Jesus gave us is clear:
Turning the other cheek isn’t about rolling over
and playing dead at the first sign of conflict. It’s about
choosing not to extract an eye for an eye, even when
we believe we’re entitled to it. It’s about letting go of
what we think we deserve so that others can see what it
means to be a Christian in progress.
Taking an undeserved blow (real or metaphorical)
might help resolve the issue. If it’s clear that we’re not
trying to pick a fight—that we’re willing to let go of more
than we need to—the other side might soften and relent.
Or maybe not. There’s no way to be sure. But it doesn’t
matter. While resolving the conflict can be a wonderful
byproduct of turning the other cheek, it’s not the
reason we do it.
Peter said that Jesus Christ set an example for us
when He died for our sins: “When you do good and
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suffer, if you take it patiently, this is commendable
before God. For to this you were called, because Christ
also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that you
should follow His steps: … who, when He was reviled,
did not revile in return; when He suffered, He did not
threaten, but committed Himself to Him who judges
righteously” (1 Peter 2:20-21, 23).
Jesus had every right to call down “more than twelve
legions of angels” (Matthew 26:53) to rescue Himself
from the people who wanted to kill Him. Instead, He
left His fate in the hands of God the Father.

Christians must leave vengeance in
God’s hands

Turning the other cheek can definitely feel like
becoming a doormat—but what it really means is
trusting God to take care of a situation that’s much
bigger than we can handle. Paul reminded the Romans,
“Beloved, do not avenge yourselves, but rather give
place to wrath; for it is written, ‘Vengeance is Mine, I
will repay,’ says the Lord” (Romans 12:19).
Whether it solves the problem or not, the principle of
turning the other cheek—of being more generous than
we’re required to be, of doing more than is demanded
of us—places the ultimate outcome in the hands of Him
who judges righteously. “Therefore let those who suffer
according to the will of God commit their souls to Him
in doing good, as to a faithful Creator” (1 Peter 4:19).
Will others try to take advantage of us when we turn
the other cheek? Of course. But that’s not what matters.
Our job is to focus on doing what’s right, what’s good,
remembering that God is in charge and He has a plan.
“And let us not grow weary while doing good, for
in due season we shall reap if we do not lose heart”
(Galatians 6:9).
Discover more about God’s plan for humanity in our
seven-day Journey God’s Plan.
Have a topic you want to see tackled in this column?
You can send your suggestions anonymously through
lifehopeandtruth.com/ideas.
—Jeremy Lallier

Note: Thanks to the many ministers with years of
counseling experience who gave their input!
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PROPHECY

CHRIST
VERSUS
CHRISTIANITY

Surprising Truths
From the Olivet Prophecy:
Combating Confusion About
Jesus’ Second Coming

The Bible says Jesus will return. But many are confused about how He will return. He
predicted this and told us what we need to know about the second coming.

T

he second coming of Jesus Christ is a topic that
has been interpreted in many ways. Though the
biblical teaching is straightforward, confusion
still abounds about the nature of Christ’s return.
There have been many different interpretations and
teachings about it—some radically different from others.
Here is just a sampling:
• There have been people who have appeared
at various times and places claiming to be the
returned Jesus Christ. (More on this below.)
• Some teach that Jesus’ return is spiritual and
allegorical—not literal.
• In the evangelical world, many believe in two
future comings of Christ—one a temporary return
to “rapture” Christians and a second to destroy the
Antichrist and judge the world.
• Some teach that Christ’s return will be short and
temporary. He comes, judges and then returns to
heaven with His saints.
• Another church teaches that Jesus’ coming
occurred in the early 20th century and that He will
return in an invisible manner again in the future.
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• One religious organization currently claims

that Jesus will return as a flesh-and-blood man
to its property in the midwestern United States.
• Throughout the centuries, and continuing
today, individuals have predicted Jesus would
return on specific dates. There is a natural
desire to figure out when He will come, but
all previous dates have proven wrong. Some
have learned to stop setting dates, while others
continue moving the date further into the
future (usually blaming their failed prediction
on a calculation error).
We could go on and on—but the point is that there
is a wide range of ideas on the topic. Some of those
teachings directly contradict each other. But this
shouldn’t be a surprise. Jesus, in His Olivet Discourse,
predicted this confusion.

“False christs” in the end time

Right after discussing the beginning of the “great
tribulation” (Matthew 24:21), Jesus transitioned to His
return to earth. He began with a warning:
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“Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look, here is the Christ!’
or ‘There!’ do not believe it. For false christs and false
prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to
deceive, if possible, even the elect” (verses 23-24).
Jesus had already warned about general religious
deception (we covered those warnings in part 2 of this
series). But this follow-up warning had a different focus.
He warned that in the end time there would be a surge
in both “false christs” and “false prophets.”
“False prophets” are religious leaders who generally
preach false doctrines. “False christs” are people who
claim to be a messianic figure sent from God—or, in
some cases, who claim to be Jesus Himself. Some may
read that and dismiss people who make these claims as
crazy fanatics who only appeal to a handful of gullible
people. But Jesus wasn’t just warning about fringe
extremists with tiny followings. He described these
people as also showing “great signs and wonders to
deceive” (verse 24).

“Signs and wonders”

Someone with long hair and a robe coming along and
claiming to be Jesus is one thing. Such people are easy
to dismiss. But Jesus said these future “false christs” will
be much more dangerous because some of them will
actually perform miracles. Not parlor tricks, but actual
delusions manufactured by Satan himself.
Scripture shows that the demonic realm does have
the ability to manipulate the laws of nature to make it
appear certain people have miraculous powers.
In the book of Exodus, there is an interesting
encounter between Aaron and Pharaoh’s magicians.
After God miraculously transformed Aaron’s rod into
a serpent, Pharaoh’s magicians were able to mimic
the miracle “in like manner with their enchantments”
(Exodus 7:11-12).
In the New Testament we read about a false teacher
named Simon who built a following for himself due,
in part, to his ability to perform miracles (Acts 8:11).
Simon convinced many people that his miracles came
from God (verse 10).
But these miracles were not from God. They were
done through the power of Satan.
The point is: It is possible for people to perform
miracles even though they in no way represent the
true God.
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In the end time, these miracles will be so impressively
deceptive that even the elect—God’s people—could be
taken in by them. “Signs and wonders” appeal to the
emotions. Miracles can seem to validate a message,
but God warns us reject any messages that conflict
with God’s law and biblical truth (Isaiah 8:20; 2
Thessalonians 2:9-10).
When we allow our emotions to be stirred to the point
that we prioritize emotion over truth, we are in grave
danger and easy prey for deception.
This is what will happen in the end time. People will
be taken in by titillating “signs and wonders” and end
up inadvertently following false teachers and the dark
forces behind them.
Don’t be one of those people.
After Jesus warned about miracle-working “false
christs,” He continued: “See, I have told you beforehand.
Therefore if they say to you, ‘Look, He is in the desert!’
do not go out; or ‘Look, He is in the inner rooms!’ do not
believe it” (Matthew 24:25-26, emphasis added).
Jesus was talking about individuals who not only
claim His authority, but claim His very identity. The
few who make these kinds of claims today don’t have
significant followings. But as the end time gets closer,
there will be more and more of them. They will be more
persuasive and attract larger followings.
To repeat Jesus’ words: “Do not believe it!”

What will Jesus’ second coming be like?

So how will you be able to know the difference between
a “false christ” and the real Christ?
Jesus provided the litmus test in the next verse: “For as
the lightning comes from the east and flashes to the west,
so also will the coming of the Son of Man be” (verse 27).
The genuine second coming of Jesus Christ will be
unmistakable and absolutely impossible to miss or
counterfeit. Jesus compared His return to lightning
flashing across the sky. Just as natural lightning
appears above us in the sky, is immensely powerful,
and can’t be faked—Jesus’ return will be from the sky,
will be a colossal display of supernatural power, and
will be a sight and sound beyond anything any human
force could produce.
A few verses down, Jesus elaborated further: “And
they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of
heaven with power and great glory” (verse 30).
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EIGHT UNMISTAKABLE SIGNS
OF JESUS’ SECOND COMING
“Power and great glory”—that is how Jesus will
return. There will be nothing secret about it. But
when Jesus says, “they will see the Son of Man”—to
whom does they refer?

“Every eye will see Him”

That question is answered in Revelation 1:7:
“Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye
will see Him.”
Every eye.
It’s hard to grasp how a being could descend
from the clouds and be seen by every single person
around the globe. But that is how Jesus will return.
That doesn’t mean everyone will immediately
grasp who He is (He won’t look anything like the
popular image of Jesus). But every person on earth
will hear an ear-piercing trumpet blast and see
an immensely powerful spirit being, Jesus Christ,
emanating energy, glowing white, with eyes like
burning fire, riding a gallant white horse, and
carrying a sword to make war (Revelation 1:14-15;
19:12).
Don’t be confused by any human impostors or
anyone claiming Jesus’ second coming will be
anything other than the earthshaking spectacle
described in your Bible. When Jesus returns, you
will know it. You won’t have an iota of doubt.
To learn more about the second coming of Christ,
read the articles on our website in the section “Why,
When and Where Will Christ Return to Earth?”
—Erik Jones
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Here are eight things that Jesus will do when
He returns. Anyone who does not meet all of
the following eight criteria is not the returning
Jesus Christ.
1. The returning Jesus Christ will visibly come
down from the clouds (Matthew 24:30).
2. The returning Jesus Christ will be seen by
all people (Revelation 1:7).
3. The returning Jesus Christ will be
announced by the blast of a trumpet
(Matthew 24:31; 1 Thessalonians 4:16).
4. The returning Jesus Christ will appear as a
powerful spirit being, not a flesh-andblood man (Revelation 1:14-15; 19:12).
5. The returning Jesus Christ will make war
with armies that will try to fight Him—and
will easily defeat them (Zechariah 14:3-4,
12; Revelation 19:17-21).
6. The returning Jesus Christ will gather His
people—both those in the grave and those
alive on earth (1 Corinthians 15:51-52; 1
Thessalonians 4:16-17).
7. The returning Jesus Christ will land on the
Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, splitting it
into two parts (Zechariah 14:4).
8. The returning Jesus Christ will remain on
earth and rule over the nations (Micah 4:12; Revelation 12:5).
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BY THE
WAY

“There Is a River Whose Streams Shall Make Glad”
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I

n my travels, I collect rivers. Of course they can’t be
brought home, but I swim or wade in them when
I can, or just slide a finger through the waters and
think of their history and importance, etching them
in memory.

I stood at the edge of the crocodile-filled Zambezi as
it gushed over thunderous Victoria Falls.
The Mekong, the Irrawaddy and the Ganges are part
of my collection; all bring back vivid memories.

Collecting rivers

But the ultimate addition is yet for the future. It is a
river we will all thrill to see and touch, a river that
will bring life and joy more than any other, ever. It
is prophesied to flow from a great temple to be built
in Jerusalem when the Kingdom of God shall be
established and the world transformed.
Psalm 46:4 gives us a glimpse of it: “There is a river
whose streams shall make glad the city of God, the holy
place of the tabernacle of the Most High.”
Ezekiel also saw it in a vision, a spring-fed river rising
from under the threshold of the temple, flowing east
from the city through formerly parched lands that will
then flourish.
The Dead Sea will come to life, teeming with fish.
Desert lands will be redeemed, just as human beings
will be on a scale unmatched. This river will surpass
all others in importance, symbolizing the life-giving
qualities of the rule of God on earth (Ezekiel 47:1-12).
I’m impatient to touch the river that shall make glad
even the capital of the Kingdom of God.

My collection started with the Mississippi, which drains
40 percent of the contiguous United States. This liquid
highway was crucial to the development of the nation.
The Seine flows around the Île de la Cité and gave the
island protection from barbarian raids. The island’s
Celtic settlement, called Lutetia Parisiorum, was
conquered by Julius Caesar and eventually became Paris.
Tributaries of the Rhine, flowing to the North Sea
from Switzerland, and of the Danube, flowing to the
Black Sea from Germany’s Black Forest, were connected
by a canal dug by Charlemagne in the late 700s.
Great rivers of the world have given life to ancient
and mysterious civilizations. The Nile certainly did for
Egypt. The modern nation is still basically a thin green
line a few miles on either side of the river. My eyes
widened at the sight of the headwaters of the Blue Nile
as it flowed from Ethiopian Lake Tana on its course to
the Mediterranean.
From a boat on the Niger, I watched people perform
their ablutions, the same way they have for thousands
of years, in this river that cuts a huge arc through
West Africa, flowing from the jungles of the Guinea
Highlands north to Timbuktu and the Sahara before
turning back south to its delta in Nigeria.
Wading in the Congo River at the start of Livingstone
Falls, I watched gigantic rapids tumble, draining a part
of Central Africa greater than the size of India.
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A river of the future

—Joel Meeker
@JoelMeeker
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WHAT LIES AHEAD
HAS BEEN REVEALED!
Can anyone actually see the future and
accurately foretell what will happen?
Yes, Someone can—and that Someone has
told us of events that will shape the future!
God doesn’t just tell us what will happen
in the future, but also why it will happen.

Learn how to better understand prophecy.

Download this free booklet from the Learning Center on LifeHopeandTruth.com.

